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 hack, dated 2004-05-10 The files in /media/ubuntu/boot/grub are the kernels and initrd images used by the GNU GRUB boot
loader. GNU GRUB is a complete boot loader with full support for a BIOS based boot and for the EXT2, EXT3, and ReiserFS
filesystems. When a GNU GRUB is installed on the MBR or partition, the GRUB menu and GNU GRUB, along with the Linux
kernel, are all loaded from the MBR or partition boot sector. The GRUB menu provides access to the GRUB shell, where users
can select the operating system of their choice. With a few modifications to the boot loader configuration file, we can change
the default operating system to run as the GRUB shell is first loaded. The system loads the first operating system specified in
the configuration file from the first partition on the first disk, or the first disk if no partitions are defined. * With the GRUB

shell, users can select to boot Linux as the default operating system. Selecting the default operating system will cause the GRUB
shell to show a menu listing all of the possible operating systems that can be booted. This allows the user to select the operating

system to boot. * The following options are available when booting Linux: l. test (to exit) t. test to look for GRUB, u. test to load
a shell script from the linux file system, p. test to load the previous operating system kernel, s. test to load the initial RAM disk,
o. test to load the advanced options menu, h. test to show help information, and q. quit. * On the command line, the user may
specify the default boot operating system: root (hd0,0) chainloader (hd0,1) However, the default boot may not always be the

kernel specified as boot_device in the configuration file. This is especially true if the kernel and kernel modules are located in
different partitions. Since the current version of GRUB supports booting from the first partition on the first disk, the default
boot operating system can be specified from the command line: load (hd0,1) grub Note: The next two commands are simply

examples of the chainloader and load commands that can be used to load a shell script from the 520fdb1ae7
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